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Xcel Energy’s Environmental Leadership

� No. 1 wind energy provider

� Industry-leading voluntary 
emission/carbon reductions

� Recently named to the 2010-
2011 Dow Jones Sustainability 
Index for North America

� Transmission system upgrades 
enabling renewables

� Investments in solar future

� New technologies
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Geographic Competitive Advantage

Wind ResourceWind Resource Solar ResourceSolar Resource

Xcel Energy States ServedXcel Energy States Served
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Source: National Renewable Energy LaboratorySource: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
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Energy Storage at Xcel Energy

�Storage is a means to provide more grid 
“intelligence” and system control, supporting:

� Generation – Shaping wind output to minimize impact of 
renewables variability; potentially reduce peaking cost; reduce 
wear and tear on conventional generators

� Transmission – Ancillary services

� Distribution – Voltage regulation and peak shaving

� Individual customers – Power quality & peak shaving

�Storage is particularly strategic to Xcel Energy 
because of the high wind penetration expected on 
our operating systems
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Elements of Value – Wind Integration

� Smoothing (ramp rate control)

� Reduced standby generation contingency

�Spinning reserve

�Gas availability

� Avoided plant maintenance due to cycling

� Ancillary Services (i.e. frequency or voltage 
regulation)

� Curtailment Avoidance/Congestion Relief 

� Environmental Benefits
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Other Elements of Value

� Capacity Value (time shifting / peak shaving)

� Economic Dispatch / Arbitrage

� Reduced T&D Losses

� T&D Investment deferral
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Key Factors Driving Economics

� Difference between cost of off-peak and on-peak energy 

� Gas prices

� Carbon prices

� Storage costs

� Capital, O&M, and charging costs

� Efficiency loss

� Penetration levels of variable renewable energy

� Wind/solar integration costs

� Curtailment frequency / duration

� Transmission and distribution system constraints (deferrals)

� Penetration of storage (value of regulation services)
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Luverne Distributed Energy Storage 
System (DESS)

�1 MW NaS Battery 
System - can deliver
1 MW for 7.2 hrs

�Power Conditioning 
Equipment (PCS)

�Wind farm/grid 
interconnection

�Local and remote data 
and communication 
equipment Located in Luverne, MN; connected to 

Minwind Energy LLC wind facility (11.5 MW)
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Construction Photos
(Fall 2008)
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Research Focus Areas

� Understand how storage could improve 
wind farm economies

� Understand how storage could improve 
utility integration of wind resources
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Modes of Operation Tested

The battery is used to reduce the uncertainty of wind power by charging 

and discharging accordingly to limit the deviation between scheduled and 

actual power output from a wind farm. (Steady Output Control)

Wind 
Leveling

The battery is used to reduce the variability of wind power by charging 

and discharging accordingly to limit the ramping rate of a wind farm. 

(Ramp Rate Control)

Wind 
Smoothing

The battery follows a frequency regulation signal both as a load and a 

generator.

Frequency 
Regulation

The battery follows a signal based on market prices to capture arbitrage 

benefits in forward and spot energy markets.

Economic 
Dispatch

The battery discharges during defined on-peak periods and charges 

during defined off-peak periods at a rate that is proportional and 

coincident with the power output from the wind farm. (Time Shifting)

Basic 
Generation 

Storage

Description
Mode of 

Operation

* Dynamic voltage regulation is 
available from all modes of operation
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Project Objectives

� Evaluate the ability of large-scale battery storage 
technology to effectively shift wind-generated 
energy from off-peak to on-peak availability

� Evaluate the ability of the battery storage system 
to reduce the need for the utility to compensate 
for the variability and uncertainty impacts of wind 
against other grid balancing procedures

� Evaluate the potential for battery-storage 
technology to provide ancillary service support to 
the grid
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Partnerships

Battery System communications and remote controlsGridPoint

Overall system design and construction, supplier of power 
conversion system

S&C Electric

Battery technology, wind integration expertise, test plan 
development, and data interpretation

NGK Insulators

Functional specification development and design participationEPRI

Analysis of energy storage regulatory policy implications, 
independent perspective

Great Plains 
Institute

Design participation, data collection and interpretation, report
preparation

NREL

Design participation, data collection and interpretation, report
preparation

University of 
Minnesota

Grid interconnection; “Wind Farm” optimizerMinwind Energy

RoleEntity
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Progress To-Date

� All modes of operation have been tested

� Scaling factors allowed testing of different 
levels of wind (1 MW, 5 MW, 10 MW)

� Experience helped identify operating and 
control improvements
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High Level Findings

� Overall, the battery met expectations by performing successfully
in all modes tested

� Overall efficiency of DESS 

� With auxiliary energy requirements: 68-79%

� Without auxiliary energy: 85-92%

� DESS never exceeded one discharge cycle in any 24-hour period 
for any mode of operation

� Stress imposed on the battery varied significantly depending on 
mode of operation, as measured by mileage (Σ|∆kW|/day) 

� Frequency Regulation was most aggressive

� Economic Dispatch was least aggressive

� Prelimary analysis indicates that overall total efficiency is 
dependent on frequency of battery operation and average 
ambient temperature, with lower efficiency corresponding to  
lower degree of battery usage and lower temperature.
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Key Findings By Mode of Operation

68% / 92%

73% / 90%

79% / 87%

78% / 87%

74% / 85%

RT 
Efficiency 

W / WO 
Aux Load

1 MW DESS was effective in leveling 1 MW installed wind capacity. 
Further testing required for 5MW and 10MW wind capacity scenarios

Wind 
Leveling

With 5% kW change per minute ramp rate limit, 1 MW DESS effectively 
limited the rate of change for ramping events encountered in the 1 MW 
installed wind capacity scenario, but unable to effectively handle 10 MW 
scenario – Further testing required for 5 MW wind capacity scenario

Wind 
Smoothing

Successfully provided frequency regulation with accurate and timely 
response

Frequency 
Regulation

Performed as expected, charging or discharging depending on price 
signals, except when reached near full state of charge

Economic 
Dispatch

1MW installed wind capacity is not enough to charge 1MW battery in 
‘wind-only’ mode; 10MW is more than enough – Further testing required 
for 5 MW wind capacity scenario

Basic 
Generation 

Storage

Key Findings
Mode of 

Operation
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Summary

� We have proven that this technology can perform 
the functions of storage that we were looking for to 
help us manage the variability of wind energy on 
our operating system.

� The demonstration also indicates that this 
technology may be able to provide similar 
functionality to manage the variability and 
uncertainty of solar PV – although additional 
testing would be required to validate this concept.
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Next Steps

� Submitted the DESS into the MISO Ancillary 
Service Market as a Stored Energy Resource to 
provide frequency regulation

� Complete University of Minnesota portion of the  
project scope

� Continue assessing cost effectiveness of storage 
technologies

� Final report expected Summer 2011
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Other Initiatives at Xcel Energy
To Further Integration of Renewables

� SolarTAC battery/solar PV demonstration 
(distribution system application)

� Ongoing analysis of economic benefits of energy 
storage (technology agnostic)

� Improving accuracy of wind forecasting

� Improving accuracy of solar output forecasting

� Improving ramp response rates of fossil plants
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Contact Information

� Frank Novachek, Project Director
303-294-2410
1800 Larimer Street
Denver, CO 80202 

� Jim Himelic, Project Analyst
303-571-7508
1800 Larimer St. 
Denver, CO 80202

� Nancy Pellowski, Project Consultant
612-330-6209
414 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55401
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Renewable Development Fund

� $1 million of project funding provided by customers 
of Xcel Energy through a grant from the Renewable 
Development Fund

� Project information and milestone reports available to 
the public at RDF website:

http://www.xcelenergy.com/Minnesota/Company/
Environment/Renewable%20Development%20Fund/
RDFProjects/Pages/SodiumSulfurBatteryEnergyStorage.aspx


